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Waste management team
─

Katherine Tremblay, bachelor of environment, Waste Management Coordinator

─

Catherine Talbot, bachelor of geography, master of spatial planning and regional development, Awareness
Project Officer

─

Laura Morgan, bachelor of industrial engineering, Technical Support Project Officer

─

Natalie Fontaine O’Connell, bachelor of industrial engineering, Technical Support Project Officer

─

Chloé Leduc, bachelor of geography, Awareness Project Manager

─

Catherine Bergeron, master of spatial planning and regional development, Technical Support and Training
Project Officer

─

Marcel Rodriguez, master of international ecology, Support and Training Project Officer

─

Marie Dallaire, master of environment, Awareness Project Officer
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Waste Management Circuit Rider Training
Program
Objectives
 Develop and strengthen the skills of key stakeholders in

community waste management by offering a continuous training
service that is tailored to community realities

 Provide technical support and accompaniment for the realization
of waste management initiatives by facilitating the sharing of
information and knowledge
 Provide infrastructure managers and operators with tools to
improve and maintain best practices
 Inform, raise awareness and educate target audiences about the
importance of sound waste management

Waste Management Circuit Rider Training
Program

TRAINING
- Basics of waste
management
- Training on the
operation of
ecocentres and
HHW
management
- Eco-patrol

SUPPORT
- Operationalization of
infrastructures
- Accountability

- Development of new
agreements
- Waste management
infrastructure projects
- Recycling collection
- Composting collection

AWARENESS
- Educational kit
intended for
teachers including
turnkey waste
management
awareness
activities
- Awareness tour in
30 communities

TOOLBOX
- Regional data
tracking
- Ecocentre
management
guides
- Best practices
guide
- Awareness tools
for the
communities

Training
Training offered
› Waste management basics
› Management and operation of an
ecocentre
› Management and storage of
household hazardous waste
› WHMIS

› Eco-patrol
› Financial leverage
› Management of recyclable materials
Other trainings can be organized according to the requests

Support
Community support for the following:
› Project planning and management
(composting, ecocentre, recycling)

› Purchasing equipment
› Conducting preparatory studies
› Creating awareness tools
› Developing waste management plans
and specifications
Pakua Shipu characterization, March 2019

› Reviewing funding applications
› Searching for sources of funding

Support
Project examples
› Establishment of the Kebaowek ecocentre
› Composting pilot project in Lac Simon
› Preparatory studies and support for the design of
composting platforms in Gesgapegiag, Listuguj and
Pessamit

HHW installations – Lac Simon

› Waste characterization (Kahnawake, Odanak, Pakua
Shipu, Unamen Shipu, etc.)
› Improvement of the recycling collection in Lac
Simon
› Waste management plan follow-up
Gesgapegiag land surveying,
July 2019

Awareness tour
The FNQLSDI waste management awareness team is on the road to meet young people!

Activities
 Visits to 30 communities
 Meetings with schools and teachers who are
interested in promoting a green shift in their
institution
 Fun activities to make young people more
responsible for their waste production and
encourage them to become agents of change
 Provision to teachers of the educational kit
including turnkey tools so that they themselves
can carry out awareness activities with their
students throughout the year

Awareness in Manawan , September 2019

Awareness tour
Educational kit
New tool designed specifically for grade 5
and 6 teachers
A variety of turnkey tools

Fun and dynamic activities to capture the
interest of young people
PowerPoint training for teachers on the
basics of waste management

Includes all FNQLSDI children’s books
Addresses the main themes related to
waste management

Educational kit: Five turnkey challenges

Young waste management ambassadors
Eco-patrol 2019

Objectives

› Rally young (and not so young!) First Nations around
common concerns
› Train eco-patrollers on the issues and realities of
waste management in their communities
› Reach out to and engage First Nations on new waste
management projects and infrastructures
› Raise community awareness on the concepts of
recycling, composting and other environmental
issues
› Foster networking between participating
communities

Young waste management ambassadors
Activities

› Hiring tools offered
› Waste management training in
Mashteuiatsh

› 13 participants, 5 nations
› Theory block, “field visit” block and
“practical workshops” block
› Waste management basics,
environmental communication,
composting, etc.

› Awareness plan for each participating
community
› Platform for exchanges and sharing
› Weekly activity monitoring
› Preparation of monitoring tools and files
› Assessment and evaluation of the results

Impacts
The eco-patrollers… in action!
›
›
›
›

Organization of cleanup activities
Encouragement of recycling with Loto-Écolo
Creation of content on the social networks
Holding of information and awareness booths
during community events
› Facilitation of workshops (day camps, daycares,
workplaces)

Other impacts
› Exchanges and contact network
› Facebook platform
› Skills development and capacitybuilding
› Environmental awareness
› Valorization and self-confidence

Toolbox
Objective
› Develop and collect tools to facilitate the work of key waste management players
› Facilitate the sharing and exchange of these tools that are available to all First Nations

Tools available and being developed
› Ecocentre data tracking tool
› Compilation of local data
› Collection of regional data
› Best practices guide

› Ecocentre management guide
› Multitude of awareness tools
› Sharing platform and website
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Data tracking tool for ecocentres
Regional data tracking
› For whom?
› Operators
› Managers
› Why use it?
› Local interests
› Cost planning for the ecocentre
› Ecocentre facility planning

› Regional interests
› Regional data gathering
› Up-to-date data for First Nations in Quebec

Data tracking tool for ecocentres
Improved 2019 version
› Tracking of visits
› Estimated quantities of
materials
› Visitor tracking
› Tracking of providers
› Quantities of recovered
materials

› Cost tracking
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Data tracking tool for ecocentres
6 tabs
1. Data (customizable)
2. Printable sheets
3. Database – visitor tracking
4. Report – visitor tracking
5. Database – provider tracking
6. Report – provider tracking
Plus explanatory video tutorials
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Data tracking tool for ecocentres
Visitor tracking useful to know:

 The proportions of the different
sources

Provider tracking useful to know:

 The proportions of the materials
entering the ecocentre (operator
estimates)
 Traffic periods

 The operating costs of the
ecocentre in terms of material
processing
 More precise quantities of
materials
 Material proportions and
associated costs

 Dashboard reporting with selection parameters

 Transfer of the tool  WeTransfer or flash drive
Place the link to the tool HERE

Best practices guide
Objectives
 Establish waste management best practice standards.
 Provide communities with tools to guide local actions towards the
achievement of common goals and high standards.
 Facilitate the creation of concrete waste management plans for the
communities.
 Situate current practices and actions to aim for continuous
improvement.

In progress…
 In collaboration with the FN waste management committee
 Determination of content and target audiences

 Exploration of different components to include (management,
infrastructure, services offered, priority)
 A reference tool for all communities
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Best practices guide
Potential impacts for all communities
 Identification of the regional data to be collected
 Clear overview of the regional situation

 Focus local and regional actions on common objectives
 Possibility of establishing performance indicators and monitoring
measures
 Continuous improvement of services and practices

 Planning and identification of actions to be taken for the communities
 Definition of the needs to be filled in the medium-and long-term
 Identification of the funding needed to carry out local and regional
actions
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Green Event 2018
Measures applied
 No straws, coffee sticks or sugar packets
 Bulk sugar and milk bags
 Reusable tableware
 Minimized paper printing
 Leftover food donated to an organization
(Le Répit de la rue)
 Composting and recycling

Results
 9.3 kg of compost
 1.4 kg of recycling
 0.7 kg of waste

94% of the waste
diverted from a
landfill!
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Green Event 2019
CO2 emission calculations
 Everyone’s travel
 Waste
 Hotel

Offset
 Calculation of the $$$ related to emissions
 Planting of trees to offset in whole or in part

Zero waste event
 No disposable tableware
 Composting station for food
 Digital documents
 Minimized paper and materials
 Organic materials and table scraps will be composted by the community of
Pikogan
 Leftover food will go to the senior centre in Pikogan
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An opportunity to
compost!
Accepted materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fruits and vegetables (pits
included)
Breads, pastries,
confections, muffins (with
paper)
Teabags
Solid and semi-solid dairy
products (cheese, butter)
Pasta
Legumes, nuts, eggs
Meat and fish
Small wooden sticks
(skewers, popsicles)
Paper towels and tissue
Cardboard plates
(unwaxed and
unlaminated)
Paper bags

Rejected materials

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plastic bags
Biodegradable plastic bags
Oxo-biodegradable plastic
bags
Compostable plastic bags
Liquids
Cigarette butts
Chewing gum
Recyclable materials (glass,
paper, cardboard, metal,
plastic
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Please do not hesitate
to inform us of your needs!
Wli Wni, Meegwetch, Mik8etch,
Tshinashkumitin, Nakurmiik, Welalin,
Nià:wen, Chinishkomiitin!
250, Place Chef Michel-Laveau, bureau 201
Wendake (Québec) G0A 4V0
Phone: (418) 843-9999
Fax: (418) 843-3625
info@iddpnql.ca
www.iddpnql.ca
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